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UNIT 1
Welcome
to America

This unit is about

 American lifestyle
 American national symbols
 A newcomer’s impressions of the USA
 Americans’ social values and their
concerns

 American ways of dealing with
housing problems

Lesson 1 A View from Across the Ocean
melting pot – a place where different people and ideas get mixed together losing their differences
cotton gin – a machine for separating the fibers of cotton from the seeds
drive-in – a facility such as a restaurant or cinema that one can visit without leaving one's car
take out – sold to be eaten somewhere else
onrush – a rushing forward

A View from Across the Ocean
America is a relatively young nation
and still establishing its society, and, as
such, it is difficult to indentify. From the
end of the 18th century and well into the 20th
century, the United States was traditionally known as the Melting Pot. Nowadays,
however, the academic opinion is emphasizing its cultural diversity, multiplicity of
components and pluralistic views, in short,
the Salad Bowl.
A general American lifestyle is that of
being busy, mobile and comfortable. Since
its early years all sorts of inventions have
been implanted into American homes, farms and factories to make life easier, such as steam
engine, cotton gin, gas refrigerator, sewing machine, incandescent light, radio and later television. The latter, however, has
been severely undermined by the onrush of the multifunctional
world wide web, which for some time now has been webcasting
the radio and TV programmes.
Nowadays, various gadgetry assists Americans in their
daily life: cars, mobile phones, personal computers, washing
machines, satellite receivers, Web shopping, etc. A most typical example of their lifestyle is drive-in cinemas, churches, fast
food restaurants. Most Americans will wait behind several cars
to order take-out food rather than go inside. Having in mind
this car-dependent society the former President George W. Bush
said: ”America is addicted to oil.”
LEADING-IN
Ê What facts do you know about the USA? Is it an attractive country to visit? To live in?
Can you describe typical Americans? In what way would they differ from typical Ukrainians?
READING
· Read the text A View from Across the Ocean and speak about
a) the difference between the Melting Pot and the Salad Bowl
b) American lifestyle and technology
c) America’s main addiction
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Welcome to America UNIT 1
envisage
– to imagine that it is true, real or likely to happen
conceal
– to keep from discovery, hide
empower
– have the authority or power
outrageous – unacceptable or very shocking
gratuity – a gift of money to someone who has done something for you
tip
– an additional payment for good services apart from the standard charge
humid
– containing a high percentage of water vapor

My First Visit to the USA
My ideas of America largely came from books, periodicals and Hollywood movies. All
my life I envisaged to set foot on American soil and finally this dream came true. The federal
program tour revealed a lot about the nature of America and Americans.
On my flight to Atlanta, Georgia, which
took more than 16 hours, I sat next to an
American gentleman who was eager to learn
about my country. He told me about his family, his beautiful child and his good wife living
in California, where he works as a commercial
farmer. I admired his freedom to talk to a stranger. If an American likes you, you know it. If
he is mad at you, you still know it. Americans
never conceal their feelings. They are mostly
affirmative and empowering, too. One university student said, “I think it’s important for
people to know what you think so they don’t
misunderstand you.“ Americans want to know
you before they can have business with you. If
Americans notice a talent in you, they would give you the resources to bring out your best.
Americans, naturally, love freedom of speech. They believe that all issues, however offensive, should be argued and debated in the open, in what they call "the market place of ideas."
Besides, I had to get used to the custom of gratuity, a token of appreciation given to a service
provider for a good service. It applies in several circumstances and places like restaurants, barbershops and private transportation. If you order a meal in the restaurants, the waiters should be
given a tip of 15 to 20 per cent of the bill.
From Washington I flew to Los Angeles on the West coast. I discovered that the time zones in
the USA are never the same. Washington is ahead of Los Angeles by three hours. It means when
you fly from the East coast to the West coast, you gain three hours. However, you lose three hours,
when getting back. Unlike Washington, Los Angeles is a different place. It is humid, desertlike
and predominantly Hispanic. LA is a lot faster in terms of life style – plenty of cars, ring highways
¸ Read the text My First Visit to the USA and try to guess the country of the author’s origin.
Canada
Mexico
Can you explain your choice?

South African Republic
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A View from Across the Ocean

and sky-scrapers. You have to be rich to live in Los Angeles. It is indeed fascinating to visit the
film studios in Hollywood. It is a place where fairy tales are meant to look like reality. Hollywood
can make you feel like a foolish dreamer trying to build a highway to the sky.
After a week in Los Angeles, we headed for Atlanta, Georgia, a diverse city and pretty calm
in lifestyle compared to other parts in the United States. While flying in the skies of Georgia, I
wanted to see the red hills referred to in Martin Luther King’s speech "I have a dream."
It is amazing how accents vary in the United States. The locals in Atlanta have that southern accent – slow but sure. People in Washington and other parts in the north are rather faster
in their speech.
¹ Match these words to their contextual explanations. Use them in your own sentences to describe our
national traits or customs.
1. mad
a. causing someone to feel deeply hurt or angry
2. set foot
b. very angry
3. fairy tale
c. enter, go into
4. offensive
d. an additional payment given for good services
5. tip
e. a story for children involving magical events and imaginary creatures
LISTENING

º Which of the following do we usually do when we visit someone for the first time?
bring flowers

buy a present

kiss the hostess

shake hands with the master
of the house

01 » How do we usually behave abroad? Listen to a conversation between Ronald, an American, and Monique, a French woman coming to the US for the first time. What is Monique going to do? What cultural
customs are the speakers talking about?
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drain – to exhaust or make constant demands on
robust – strong and hardy
AFS – American Field Service, an international youth exchange program

Eventually, America, like
any other country, is not a perfect
world. It has its own problems
and challenges. Immigration and
homelessness in places like Los
Angeles and Washington are indeed big issues. True, America is
a superpower, but there are also
poor people out there. Where
there is plenty, some people still
go hungry.
The ageing Americans require more financial benefits thus
draining the federal budget. The
American dollar is devaluating in
comparison with other currencies.
American citizens are willingly
losing their right to privacy under
the threat of terrorism both from
home and abroad.
All in all, America is a great
robust society. A society where
nobody could become somebody.
It is a part of the American Dream,
rooted in a philosophy of liberty,
opportunity and the trust in God. It
is for this reason that some people
believe that they can start their life
all over again in America.
Linda Kraal,
an AFS Intercultural Program participant
SPEAKING
¼ Role-play a dialogue between Monique and her host family as she first visits them in the USA.
WRITING
½ Your friend has sent you an invitation to visit the USA. Write an answer, state your preferences as to
the dates and duration of your stay. List the locations you would like to visit and sights to see.
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Lesson 2 A Nations’ Nation
indigenous – belonging to the home country, not brought in from outside
heritage
– anything from the past that had been handed down by tradition
lure
– an attraction or promise
American Dream – the notion that the American social system makes success possible for everyone

A Nations’ Nation
More than any other country in the world
the United States has welcomed immigrants
and still admits up to 700,000 persons per
year. Along with the born Americans, they
make up a wide range of ethnic, cultural and
religious backgrounds: ethnic groups live
side by side, they support and participate in
each other’s festivities, their children grow
up bilingual and recognize both their indigenous roots and American heritage.
Ukrainian people have been no exception to the lure of the American Dream.
Numbering almost one million, Ukrainian
Americans constitute a large Ukrainian diaspora, second only to Canadian Ukrainians. The largest Ukrainian immigration wave took place
in the early 1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The newcomers tend to settle down
mostly in metropolitan areas, creating ethnic neighborhoods in such cities as New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles
and Detroit.
Colin Powell, the former US Secretary
of State, used to say: “America is a nation
of nations, made up of people from every
land, of every race and practicing every
faith. Our diversity is not a source of weakness; it is a source of strength, it is a source
of our success.”
LEADING-IN
Ê Which nationalities inhabit the US? What do you know about each of these symbols of the USA?
Statue of Liberty
American Flag
Uncle Sam
Liberty Bell
READING

· Read the first half of the text A Nations’ Nation and decide whether the following are true or false.
a. All children in America speak one language.
b. The American Dream also attracts Ukrainians.
c. The Ukrainian diaspora is the largest in the USA.
d. Ukrainians usually settle in the American countryside.
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Founding Fathers
sound
E Pluribus Unum
outing

– the delegates to the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia in 1787
– thorough, complete
– one out of many (Latin)
– a short pleasure trip, excursion

Although not without its problems, America’s success, as had been visioned by America’s
Founding Fathers, is first and foremost in setting up a government of, by and for the people.
American Constitution forms a firm foundation of democratic development and guarantees
basic freedoms of speech, assembly and religion. Following are some social values underlying
those principles.
● All American children, as well as those of illegal immigrants,
are guaranteed a free public school education. Americans believe that a sound education is a success in communication
and development, in mutual understanding and in independent
thinking. Moreover, America has made its universities accessible to foreigners, in order to encourage the brighter brains to
contribute to its well-being.
● Even in its earlier days American
colonies were home to Spanish
missionaries, French Huguenots,
Dutch reformists, Anglicans, Puritans, Quakers, including
Catholics, Jews, Orthodox and Muslims. Dr. Diana L. Eck of
Harvard University, referring to one of the Republic’s mottos
“E Pluribus Unum,” said: Our pluribus is more striking than
ever — our races and faces, our jazz and qawwali music,
our Haitian drums and Bengali tablas,
our hip-hop and bhangra dances, our
Islamic minarets and Hindu temple
towers, our Mormon temple spires and
golden gurdwara domes.”
● American character begins at home, within the family, which is a
core community cell. As elsewhere, the family gives children love
and support to become confident and successful citizens. In many
ways and on different levels Americans tend to be active community members: they organize celebrations in small towns or parties
in urban neighborhoods, they help to deliver food or medical assistance to the elderly, they instruct their children’s sports teams
or take their families for a weekend outing.
¸ In the second half of the text, give each of the marked paragraphs their subtitles.
● Diversity
● Family
● Charity
● Education
Using the Internet find more information on the items listed by Dr. Diana L. Eck in the second marked
paragraph.
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A Nations’ Nation
● Americans eagerly volunteer in and contribute to
charitable causes. Brian O'Connell, the founding
president of Independent Sector at Tufts University
in Medford, Massachusetts, said: “Volunteering obviously begins with the individual – the golden rule
of lending a hand. Volunteers inform, protest, assist,
teach, heal, advocate, comfort, support, solicit, donate, guide, feed, monitor and in many other ways
serve people, communities and causes.”

I’m Trying to See it your Way...
Alex: Hey, Fernando! You don’t look like yourself these days, friend. What’s on your mind?
Fernando: Hi, buddy! I’m OK, thanks. Got a phone call from my parents. They miss us a lot
there. And they are going to put up a new tombstone on our Granny’s grave and need
financial help.
Alex: Yeah, I see. Large expenses? What about your son? He’s finishing high school this year.
You could have put that money in his college fund.
Fernando: We believe it is our duty to remember and honor our elders first. It’s absolutely expected in my home country.
Alex: But isn’t it your obligation to pay for your son first? It would be a wise investment. And
we aren’t making much
money in this Godforsaken gas station.
Fernando: That’s not the issue.
We want our children
to respect the family’s
history and honor our
ancestors whatever our
income might be.
Alex: I’m trying to see it your
way, but, still, I would
pay for my kid’s college
education first.

¹ Role-read the dialogue I’m Trying to See it your Way between Alex and Fernando, two gas station attendants. Who do you think has been staying in America longer? What would you do in Fernando's place?
SPEAKING
º Do you think that ethnic diversity adds to America’s strength? Would America’s Founding Fathers approve of the current American values? Which qualities do Ukrainian immigrants bring along to America?
Discuss these issues in groups.
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About 28 million, or 10%, of the US population come from countries outside of the United States.
Almost 47 million, or 18%, of Americans over the age of five speak a language other than English at
home.
The Washington Post estimated that there are about 11 million illegal immigrants in the country at a
time.

LISTENING
historical impersonator – a performer who plays famous historic personalities
stilts
– a pair of poles with foot supports for walking high above the ground
regal bearing
– monarch-like manners, dress and behavior
draped
– beautifully covered with flexible material or fabric, usually in folds
wag one’s finger – to move the finger as a sign of warning or criticism
torch
– a flaming light on a pole carried ceremonially
wholesome
– suggestive of good health and well-being
embark
– to start a new project
scathing
– severely critical
02 » You are going to hear a story about other American symbols. Listen and match the words from each
column into a phrase and explain their meanings.
1. firework
a. and stripes
2. gray-bearded
b. embrace
3. stars
c. celebrations
4. overseas
d. cartoons
5. warm
e. fellow
6. political
f. adventures
What have you learnt from the story? Why aren’t these symbols too popular nowadays?
WRITING

¼ Write a newspaper article about the history and popularity of your favorite American symbol(s).
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Lesson 3 Concerned and Indifferent
stem from – to have as a source, originate (from stem – стебло)
mix with – to get along, associate
spouse – a partner in marriage

Concerned and Indifferent
Has there ever existed an absolutely happy nation on Earth? Hardly does it seem so. So
is it with a relatively well-off American society, whose adult population is getting ever more
and more worried about their and their children’s future. This uncertainty stems from social,
economic and environmental considerations.
In the 1950s, the average family
was usually made up of a working father, a tireless staying-at-home mother,
two children and sometimes a pet. Such
families were quite active in community
affairs and religious matters and would
regularly mix with similar families.
Divorce was a disgrace and almost a
taboo topic. The crack in this ideal was
gradually coming out in the last decades
of the past millennium and holds full
public attention today. Over 50% of married couples end up in divorce which has
led to a blended family, where spouses
live with children from each others’ previous marriages. Tight economic pressure is often the cause of “extended
families” which include related adults of
several generations, for instance a widowed woman living with her married
child and her grandchildren; or a married
couple living with one of their parents.
LEADING-IN
Ê What problems are the most urgent for our society? What kind of social and economic problems might
dominate American society?
READING

· Read the text Concerned and Indifferent and give answers to these questions.
1. What problems appeard in American families at the end of the 20th century?
2. What is an extended family? Why does it exist?
3. Why are single parent households becoming more common?
4. What do immigrants tend to bring into American society?
5. What is a blended family?
6. Comment on the statistics of American concerns. How is it different from Ukrainian social problems?
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hush down – to be silent about
absorbed into
– to become part of
immunity against – an ability to resist

A single parent household is also on
the rise. In most cases it is a single divorced
mother or a young mother who does not
marry. A single father households are also
increasing. In split-up families, grandparents are likely to provide most care for the
children.
While homosexuality was hushed
down in the past idealized era, now both
genders are getting more open as to their
lifestyles. In certain states they can apply for
the same sex marriage license or create civil

unions, though this issue is controversial and many
think it is wrong by social or religious considerations. Immigrants to the United States still bring in
stronger family values, but as they get absorbed
into American society, they tend to lose immunity
against the pressures of contemporary realities.

Another concern has its origin in both domestic
and world economy and the way they relate to each
other. Here are several issues and percentage of the
surveyed Americans who are concerned about









fuel / oil prices / energy crisis
economy in general
health care / hospitals
terrorism
education / access to education
unemployment / job security
immigration / illegal aliens
taxes

29%
14%
12%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%.
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Concerned and Indifferent
rebate
– a sum of money returned from an amount paid, a discount
emission – the production and discharge of something, e.g. gas or radiation

Another major concern involves climate change. 87% of American citizens support the
investments into renewable energy technologies which in itself can cut down carbon dioxide
emissions considerably. More than 80% back up tax rebates for the buyers of fuel-efficient
vehicles and solar panels. 65% support the requirement for the United States to cut its harmful
emissions by 90% by the year 2050.
About 60% are willing to pay for electricity more if it is generated from alternative energy
sources.
LISTENING
trash
– useless or unwanted matter or objects
clear cut
– a passage, channel, path, etc., cut or hollowed out (вирубка дерев)
lumber
– wood split into boards or planks
pulp
– the soft, wet, and sticky mass of wood used in making paper
landfill
– a low area of land built up from deposits of garbage in layers covered by soil
dump
– a place or area where waste materials are unloaded
recycling programs – the plan to reuse goods which have served their original purpose
corporate boardroom – business corporation council
hazardous
– full of risk
fertilizer
– any substance added to soil or water to increase its productivity
contaminate – pollute
sweatshop – a workshop where employees work long hours under bad conditions for low wages
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An Important Decision
Rebecca: You, Americans! You don’t help your children in the most important things in their
lives.
Jessica: You mean our daughter going out with her new boyfriend?
Rebecca: That must be her second or third boyfriend she has had this summer.
Jessica: What’s wrong with that? Shall I meddle in her private life? She’s past nineteen now.
Rebecca: You sent her out into the wide world to find love with no advice at all.
Jessica: Well, I cannot make her decisions for her. Nor does she expect me to, either. Her life is
her life. And I can only advise her occasionally.
Sarah: My son, who just turned eighteen, told me outright that he wouldn't stand anyone guarding him off with their advice unless asked for.
Rebecca: I would still be more cautious in this crazy world of ours. At least, I would help with
some guidelines. Back in my home country we trust our parents and rely on their views
in such an important decision as selecting someone to spend their life with in marriage.

03 ¸ Cities are overcrowded places. Under the pressure of limited space such problems as clean air, lack of
greenery and garbage disposal are getting more and more consideration. Listen to a story about a person
who got preoccupied with probably the most repulsive one – garbage. Take note what these numbers
refer to.
890
20
40
50,000
223
¹ Explain the following from what you’ve just heard.
shoulder-high

clear cut areas

municipal
incinerators

tough regulations

toxic waste

SPEAKING
º In groups speak about the most urgent problems in our country. Think of possible solutions.
» Role-read the conversation An Important Decision and say what opposite points of view are being
discussed. What could be Rebecca’s home country? How could such tradition help in the current social
crisis? How difficult or easy would it be to introduce it in America?
WRITING
¼ Prepare a speech for your local council meeting on how to develop your district to make it more environmentally friendly.
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Lesson 4 A Typical American Home
tapestry – a large piece of heavy cloth with a picture sewn on it using coloured threads
wrought iron – a type of iron that is easily formed into shapes
verge on – approach, almost overlap
love seat – a small sofa for two people who can face each other
recliner – an armchair with a back that can be adjusted at different angles

A Home from the Inside
American homes are usually built in either a traditional European or a contemporary style.
The most popular examples of the former include Louis XV and the Victorian styles. Their
rooms are often symmetrical, wall space
is much larger than window space, colors
gently melt into one another. Furnishings
from these eras can be very intricate and
detailed. Modern houses display more architectural freedom. Silk tapestries can
overlay brick walls, wrought iron might
verge on antique hardwood. Whatever the
style, the following functional rooms are
practically found in every American home.

Living Room
The centerpiece of a typical living room
in America is the television set. It is often
placed together with other electronics such
as DVD players, video games, satellite receivers and stereos, because much of the recreation involves these media pieces. Living
rooms also contain a sofa, a love seat, sometimes a recliner or a chair.

LEADING-IN
Ê Look at the pictures and decide where American homes differ from the typical Ukrainian ones.
Does the furnishing of a house usually reflect its occupants’ profession or rather personality? If so, how?
READING
· Read the text A Home from the Inside and find the answers to the following.
1. What do Victorian houses look like?
2. Where do Americans spend most of their free time?
3. In what way would you further improve a typical American house?
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gizmo
futon
wicker
utensil
cutlery
cabinet
recess

– a gadget, esp. one whose name is not known
– a thin mattress on a low wooden frame which can be used as a bed or folded into a chair
– long thin sticks that have been woven together to make baskets or furniture
– an implement, container or other article for household use
– implements used for eating, such as knives, forks and spoons
– a piece of furniture containing shelves, cupboards or drawers
– an indented space, such as a niche or alcove

Bedroom
American bedrooms, as a rule, also contain a TV, but some
people start resenting it. American beds usually have a lot of gizmos. Some beds are adjustable, allowing you to sit up like in a
couch. There are also water beds, air beds that inflate themselves,
sofa couches and futons.
Kitchen
Most American kitchens will have an oven, a sink and a refrigerator as basics. You may also have a microwave oven, a dishwasher,
and a garbage disposal. To decorate the kitchen, most people hang
pictures, pots and pans on its walls. Wicker decorations are also very
popular. Some people try to equip their kitchens with machines, utensils and cutlery in a particular finish such as stainless steel, which
could be viewed as a sign of good taste and wealth.
Dining Rooms
In bigger houses there’s usually a
dining room where people gather for meals. Generally there are
a large dining table and chairs, apart from a china cabinet, buffet
and a liquor cabinet.
In smaller houses, and in apartments, dining is generally done in
a small recess, created by a bistro table and chairs. Many people also
purchase small kitchen tables to allow them to eat right in the kitchen.
Other Americans just use wheeled trays and dine in front of the TV.
¸ Match the words and their definitions.
1. stereo
a. a piece of equipment that changes broadcast signals into sound or pictures
2. receiver
b. a piece of furniture with display shelves
3. utensils
c. a boxlike part of a stove, in which food is baked, roasted or heated
4. recess
d. a player with two separate loudspeakers
5. oven
e. an indented part of the wall, niche
6. cabinet
f. tools or containers that are used in the kitchen, such as cooking pots
¹ Find the words in the text which mean the following.
a. furniture or appliances in a house or office
b. heavy, often handwoven cloth dicorated with designs or pictures
c. soft but tough metal, easily worked on
d. a centrally placed unit
e. a machine for washing dishes and kitchen utensils
f. final treatment of a surface
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A Typical American Home

The
biggest
House in America is
the Biltmore Estate
in
Asheville,
North
Carolina with 250 rooms
spread out over 175,000
square feet. It was built
by George Washington
Vanderbilt II from 1889
to 1895 in the style of
the French Chateau.

The smallest house in America is claimed to
have been built by Jim Reid in 2003 in San Francisco,
CA*. It is a 10-by-10-foot (3x3 meters) structure that
is comfortable enough for one person at a time. It is
complete with a bath, kitchenette, washer/dryer, closet and loft bed. The house is fireproof, soundproof
and earthquake safe. It could be the solution to the
problem of homelessness.

LISTENING
tiny
fossil fuel
greenhouse
stuff
arduous
loft
palatial
downsize

– very small
– natural fuel extracted from the ground
– a building with transparent walls and roof, usually heated for the cultivation of plants
– any general or unspecified substance or accumulation of objects
– requiring much energy and effort
– the space inside a roof
– resembling a palace
– make smaller

* State abbreviations are listed on p. 161
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to look like a basket case – said of a person who is suffering from extreme nervous strain
to drive smb. up the wall – make someone very irritated or angry (загнати в кут, дістати)
freeloader – a person who habitually depends on the charity of others for food, shelter, etc
hit the road – to set out on a journey
to fall apart – become emotionally disturbed and unable to think calmly
white lie
– a lie meant to avoid hurting someone's feelings, and not for an evil purpose

The House Guest
Jillinda: Hey, Kevin. What's going on? You look like a basket case!
Kevin: You can say that again. My wife's brother dropped in from out of town, so I offered to
lodge him for a few days. He's driving me up the wall. For one thing, he's eating me out
of the house. He stays up watching TV, then raids the fridge before he goes to bed.
Jillinda: How gross. I can't handle people like that. Does he at least give you a hand around the
house?
Kevin: He doesn't lift a finger! I bend over backwards cleaning up all day and he sleeps in
until noon. Then he gets on the phone with
his friends and invites them over.
Jillinda: Man, what a freeloader. You better do
something quick or he'll never hit the road.
After all, he's got an easy time of it here.
Kevin: You think he might stay even longer?!
Jillinda: Now, don't go falling apart. Just kick him
out... but do it with kid gloves. I know! Tell
him a white lie like you're getting the house
disinfected!
Kevin: And that wouldn't be a lie!
04 º You are going to hear a story of how ordinary people adapt to the growth of housing prices. Jay
Shafer's first tiny house was under nine square meters and now he helps others downsize as well. Shelley Schlender, a radio correspondent, has interviewed this American who took downsizing as a way out of
the tough economic situation. Note down
the size of Jay’s childhood house _____________
how often he cleaned it and with whom _________
why smaller houses are more ecological ________

the things his original tiny house had ___________
the size of Jay’s house after he got married ______
the number of Jay’s followers ________________

05 » Melissa and Robert are sharing their views about the homes of their dreams. Listen and say who mentions the following
swimming pool

ocean

park

movie

fireplace

renting a car

no neighbors

¼ Kevin is telling Jillinda about his house guest. As you read their conversation The House Guest try to
figure out Kevin’s mood and the reasons for that. What advice does he get from Jillinda? How would you
deal with such an unwelcome guest?
SPEAKING
½ In small groups, decide what kind of home would be ideal for your future family. Consider your professional occupation, hobby, eating habits and preferred recreational activities.
WRITING
¾ Prepare a project about building the home of your dreams.
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Revision
I. Looking back at what you have learnt answer these questions.
1. What is the custom of gratuity in the USA?
2. What does freedom of speech mean for Americans?
3. Why is a smaller house more ecologically friendly? What do you think of living tiny?
4. What are the most urgent concerns for American society?
5. Who should be responsible for choosing your life-long partner, you or your parents?

II. Decide whether the following statements are true or false.
1. American society is still referred to as the Melting Pot nowadays.
2. It is usual for Americans to order food without leaving their cars.
3. When you eat out in a restaurant, the waiters are usually paid more than the indicated
sum.
4. There are no poverty-stricken people in America.
5. The peak of Ukrainian immigrants to the USA occurred at the end of the 20th century.
6. Only the children of American citizens can attend public schools.
7. An extended family consists of parents and children from the spouses’ previous
marriages.
8. Most Americans are interested in non-traditional energy sources.
9. The most essential thing in an American living room is a TV-set.
10. A tenth of the total American population was born elsewhere.

III. Explain the following word combinations within the thematic context of Unit 1.
Multiplicity of components (p. 4), to bring out your best (p. 5), head for (p. 6), a nation of
nations (p.8), first and foremost (p. 9), to honor our elders (p. 10), alternative energy sources (p.
14), meddle in one's private life (p. 15).

IV. Comment on the following rhyme. Does it correspond to your idea of
building an ideal home?
A house is made of walls and beams;
A home is made with love and dreams.
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